We have observed condensation of fermionic atom pairs in the BCS-BEC crossover regime. A trapped gas of fermionic 40 K atoms is evaporatively cooled to quantum degeneracy and then a magnetic-field Feshbach resonance is used to control the atom-atom interactions. The location of this resonance is precisely determined from low-density measurements of molecule dissociation. In order to search for condensation on either side of the resonance, we introduce a technique that pairwise projects fermionic atoms onto molecules; this enables us to measure the momentum distribution of fermionic atom pairs. The transition to condensation of fermionic atom pairs is mapped out as a function of the initial atom gas temperature T compared to the Fermi temperature T F for magnetic-field detunings on both the BCS and BEC sides of the resonance.
Ultracold quantum gases of fermionic atoms with tunable interactions offer the unique possibility to experimentally access the predicted crossover between BCS-type superfluidity of momentum pairs and BoseEinstein condensation (BEC) of molecules [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Magnetic-field Feshbach resonances provide the means for controlling both the strength of cold atom interactions, characterized by the s-wave scattering length a, as well as whether they are, in the mean-field approximation, effectively repulsive a > 0 or attractive a < 0 [8, 9] . For magnetic-field detunings on the a > 0, or BEC, side of the resonance there exists an extremely weakly bound molecular state whose binding energy depends strongly on the detuning from the Feshbach resonance [10, 11] . In Fermi gases this state can be long lived [12 -15] . BEC of these molecules represents one extreme of the predicted BCS-BEC crossover and recently has been observed for both 40 K 2 and 6 Li 2 molecules [16 -18] . In atomic Fermi gas systems condensates have not previously been observed beyond this molecular BEC extreme [19] . In discussing condensation of a Fermi gas throughout the BCS-BEC crossover, terms such as Cooper pairs, molecules, BEC, and fermionic condensates often have ambiguous meanings. In this Letter, we define ''condensation of fermionic atom pairs,'' or equivalently fermionic condensates, as condensation (i.e., the macroscopic occupation of a single quantum state) in which the underlying Fermi statistics of the paired particles play an essential role [23] . In the BCS extreme this is more commonly termed condensation of Cooper pairs. Fermionic condensates are distinct from the BEC extreme where there remains no fermionic degree of freedom because all fermions are bound into bosonic molecules [24] . In this Letter, we report the observation of condensation of fermionic atom pairs near and on both sides of the Feshbach resonance, which corresponds to the BCS-BEC crossover regime. We observe condensation on the a < 0, or BCS, side of the Feshbach resonance. Here the two-body physics of the resonance no longer supports the weakly bound molecular state; hence, only cooperative many-body effects can give rise to this condensation of fermion pairs [4 -7,25] .
Demonstrating condensation of fermionic atom pairs on the BCS side of the resonance presents significant challenges. Observation of pairing of fermions [26] is insufficient to demonstrate condensation, and rather a probe of the momentum distribution is required [7] . For example, the standard technique developed for observing BEC relies on time-of-flight expansion images [27, 28] . However, this method is problematic on the BCS side of the resonance because the pairs depend on many-body effects and are not bound throughout expansion of the gas. In this work we introduce a technique that takes advantage of the Feshbach resonance to pairwise project the fermionic atoms onto molecules. We probe the system by rapidly sweeping the magnetic field to the a > 0, or BEC, side of the resonance, where time-of-flight imaging can be used to measure the momentum distribution of the weakly bound molecules. The projecting magnetic-field sweep is completed on a time scale that allows molecule formation but is still too brief for particles to collide or move significantly in the trap. This projection always results in 60% to 80% of the atom sample appearing as molecules. However, we find that there is a threshold curve of T=T F versus detuning from the Feshbach resonance below which we observe a fraction of the molecules to have near zero momentum. We interpret this as reflecting a preexisting condensation of fermionic atom pairs.
Our basic experimental procedures have been discussed in prior work [20, 29] . We trap and cool a dilute gas of the fermionic isotope 40 K, which has a total atomic spin f 9=2 in its lowest hyperfine ground state and thus ten available Zeeman spin states jf; m f i [29, 30] . We use a far-off resonance optical dipole trap that can confine atoms in any spin state as well as the molecules we create from these atoms. The optical trap is characterized by Experiments are initiated by preparing atoms in a nearly equal, incoherent mixture of the j9=2; ÿ7=2i and j9=2; ÿ9=2i spin states at a low T=T F . We access an s-wave Feshbach resonance between these states located at a magnetic field near 200 G [31] . A precise determination of the magnetic-field location of the two-body resonance is an essential ingredient for exploring the BCS-BEC crossover regime. In our previous work the location of the resonance was determined from the peak in the resonantly enhanced elastic collision rate [15, 32, 33] . In the work reported here we have more precisely determined the location of the resonance by measuring the magnetic field B 0 , above which the twobody physics no longer supports the shallow bound state. Figure 1 shows the result of such a measurement. Molecules created by a slow magnetic-field sweep across the resonance are dissociated by raising the magnetic field to a value B probe near the resonance (inset in Fig. 1 ). Note that, to avoid many-body effects, we dissociate the molecules after allowing the gas to expand from the trap to much lower density. After a total expansion time of 17 ms atoms not bound in molecules are selectively detected at near zero field [11] . The measured number of atoms increases sharply at B 0 202:10 0:07 G. This more precise measurement of the resonance position agrees well with previous results [15, 32, 33] . As an additional check, we have located the resonance by creating, rather than dissociating, molecules. The measured number of molecules decreases sharply at B 202:14 0:11 G in good agreement with the molecule dissociation result [34] .
In order to investigate the BCS-BEC crossover regime, we initially prepare the ultracold two-component atom gas at a magnetic field of 235.6 G, far above the Feshbach resonance. Here the gas is not strongly interacting, and we measure T=T F through surface fits to time-of-flight images of the Fermi gas [20, 29] . The field is then slowly lowered at typically 10 ms=G to a value B hold near the resonance. This sweep is slow enough to allow the atoms and molecules sufficient time to move and collide in the trap. This was shown previously in Ref. [16] where, for a Fermi gas initially below T=T F 0:17, a magnetic-field sweep at 10 ms=G to a final B 0.56 G below the resonance produced a molecular condensate. In this Letter, we now explore the behavior of the sample when sweeping slowly to values of B hold on either side of the Feshbach resonance.
To probe the system we pairwise project the fermionic atoms onto molecules and measure the momentum distribution of the resulting molecular gas. This projection is accomplished by rapidly lowering the magnetic field by 10 G at a rate of typically 50 s=G ÿ1 while simultaneously releasing the gas from the trap. This puts the gas far on the BEC side of the resonance, where it is weakly interacting. The total number of molecules after the projection N corresponds to 60% to 80% of the original atom number in each spin state. After a total of typically 17 ms of expansion the molecules are selectively detected using rf photodissociation immediately followed by spin-selective absorption imaging [16] . To look for condensation, these absorption images are surface fit to a two-component function that is the sum of a ThomasFermi profile for a condensate and a Gaussian function for noncondensed molecules [16] .
Figures 2 -4 present the main result of this Letter. In Fig. 2 we plot the measured condensate fraction N 0 =N as a function of the magnetic-field detuning from the resonance, B B hold ÿ B 0 [39] . The data in Fig. 2 were taken for a Fermi gas initially at T=T F 0:08 and for two different wait times at B hold . Condensation is observed on both the BCS (B > 0) and BEC (B < 0) sides of the resonance. We further find that the condensate on the BCS side of the Feshbach resonance has a relatively long lifetime. The lifetime was probed by increasing t hold to 30 ms (triangles in Fig. 2) . We find that for the BEC side of the resonance no condensate is observed for t hold 30 ms except very near the resonance. However, for all data on the BCS side of the resonance the observed condensate fraction is still >70% of that measured for t hold 2 ms. Finally, we note that the appearance of the condensate is accompanied by a significant (as large as 20% at the resonance) decrease in the measured width of the noncondensed fraction. This effect will be a subject of future investigations. 30 JANUARY 2004 VOLUME 92, NUMBER 4 040403-2 040403-2 at lower initial T=T F with increasing B, an effect predicted in [4 -7] . An essential aspect of these measurements is the fast magnetic-field sweep that pairwise projects the fermionic atoms onto molecules. It is a potential concern that the condensation might occur during this sweep rather than at B hold . However, in our previous work it was shown that a magnetic-field sweep with an inverse speed less than 800 s=G was too fast to produce a molecular condensate when starting with a Fermi gas 0.68 G on the BCS side of the resonance [16] . Thus, the inverse sweep speed we use in this Letter of typically 50 s=G, while sufficiently slow to convert 60% of the sample to weakly bound molecules [11] , is much too fast to produce a molecular condensate.
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In addition, we have checked that the observation of a condensate on the BCS side of the resonance does not depend on this sweep speed. As seen in Fig. 5(a) , much faster sweeps result in fewer molecules. This is consistent with our previous study of the molecule creation process [11] . However, we find that the measured condensate fraction is independent of the sweep rate [ Fig. 5(b) ]. Even with the lower number of molecules, and therefore a lower phase space density of the molecular gas, we observe an essentially unchanged condensate fraction.
Finally, we note that, as in our previous measurements performed in the BEC limit, the measured condensate fraction always remains well below one [16] . As part of our probing procedure the magnetic field is set well below the Feshbach resonance where the molecule lifetime is only on the order of milliseconds [15, 40] . This results in a measured loss of 50% of the molecules and may also reduce the measured condensate fraction.
In conclusion, we have introduced a method for probing the momentum distribution of fermionic atom pairs and employed this technique to observe fermionic condensates near a Feshbach resonance. By projecting the system onto a molecular gas, we map out condensation of [36] . One measure of when the gas becomes strongly interacting is the criterion jk F aj > 1, where hk F is the Fermi momentum [20, 21, 37, 38] . For these data, jBj < 0:6 corresponds to jk F aj > 1. Comparison of the data taken with the different hold times indicates that the pair condensed state has a significantly longer lifetime near the Feshbach resonance and on the BCS (B > 0) side. The inset shows a schematic of a typical magnetic-field sweep used to measure the fermionic condensate fraction. The system is first prepared by a slow magnetic-field sweep towards the resonance (dotted line) to a variable position B hold , indicated by the two-sided arrow. After a time t hold the optical trap is turned off and the magnetic field is quickly lowered by 10 G to project the atom gas onto a molecular gas. After free expansion, the molecules are imaged on the BEC side of the resonance (). fermionic pairs as a function of both the magnetic-field detuning from the resonance and the initial Fermi degeneracy T=T F . The fermionic condensates seen in this work occur in the BCS-BEC crossover regime, far from the perturbative BCS limit. As predicted, the system is observed to vary smoothly in the BCS-BEC crossover regime. Further, the lifetime of the condensed state is found to be significantly longer in the crossover regime than it is in the BEC limit. As in the case of BEC, one expects the resonance fermionic condensation observed here to correspond to superfluidity. The experimental realization of condensation in the BCS-BEC crossover regime demonstrated in this Letter follows more than two decades of theoretical investigation and initiates experimental study of this physics.
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